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The Time System
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Tense

-do  (I’m immediately going to do …)
❖ Just wait a second, 
❖ I’m occupied in the next second

-di (I just did …)
❖ You may not be aware of it



Verbs

Helping 
verb

Meaning Gloss Usage

dzaeki do DO Agent - dzaeki - Patient - Action

oto figure on 
the ground

BLG Predictive possession → Possessed - oto - Possessor 
Person has trait → Trait - oto - Subject 
Object has property → Property - oto - Subject

ati cause CAUS

iminna equal EQL “A is B” 
Report time → Inge (now) iminna xxx 
Person has identity → Person - iminna - identity
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Finish homework == Do homework + COMPL

Convince == Persuade + COMPL

Find == Look for + COMPL
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How do you ask questions?

Kiuʒi baikinni, Query correctness, Whether Answered by T/F ⇔  tʃu / na

Kiuʒi oʒako, Query time, When

Kiuʒi ʃoli, Query place, Where

Kiuʒi domə, Query reason, Why

Kiuʒi kuʒa, Query instrument, How

Kiuʒi tʃae, Query person, Who

Kiuʒi fibona,  
Kiuʒi idʒu

Query number,  
Query color, 

How many 
What color

Kiuʒi xxx, Query xxx, What Kiuʒi, ʒiuvə ameli? 
Query, your dream?
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many/mere  
yellow  green   
happy/sad   
smart  good   
long   numerous  
big/small  correct  
invisible  open  
young/old  fragile   
fairy-like  hero-
like  dark/bright  
weak  soft  
eternal   


